Improving the diagnostic power of electroretinography by transient alteration of the ocular perfusion pressure.
In this report we present the results of a series of studies focusing on the effects of transient changes in the ocular perfusion pressure (OPP) on retinal function in normals as assessed by the flash electroretinogram (ERG). A transient increase or decrease in the OPP affected by body inversion and compression/suction ophthalmodynamometry (ODM), respectively, is shown to affect differentially the b-wave of scotopic and photopic ERG's. However, under dark-adapted conditions, the cone component of the red flash ERG b-wave exhibited a vulnerability to decreased OPP which approached that seen for the b-wave of the scotopic blue flash ERG b-wave. Similar test procedures used to investigate the functional response of the inner plexiform layer during altered OPP revealed component-specific changes in white flash scotopic oscillatory potentials (OP's). The results of these provocative tests of retinal function offer new insights into basic retinal physiology and encouraging prospects for practical clinical diagnostic procedures with enhanced sensitivity and specificity for subclinical retinal disorders.